
Nui
Type:

Lamps: EEL: A+

Pr :

Materials:

Floor outdoor

LED 14W, 3000K, CRI 90           
available with:
on/off LED remote driver (*) 

dimmable push/DALI remote driver (*)              
696 lm

Outdoor

Structure: concrete
Diffusor: PMMA
Internal support stem: steel 
Optic: die-cast aluminium

Concrete greyColors:

Description:

Reference code: A02TA1 1A020TA10028 base
A02TA2 1A020TA20028 top cover
A02LC1 1A020LC10000 optic + stem

remote driver (*)

(the junction box is recommended watertight IP68)
D98/5 1D980/050000  indipendent on/off driver
D94/1 1D940/100000  indipendent push/DALI driver
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Design Meneghello Paolelli Associati

Balance, symbiosis and interaction: the crux of the 
design of the NUI collection of outdoor floor lamps lies 
in the relationship between two overlaid cylindrical 
volumes that interact in a dynamic of reciprocal 
completion. Parts of a single whole, these two volumes 
take on different, complementary roles. 
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Nui

Reference code: structure
A02TB1 1A020TB10028 base
A02TB2 1A020TB20028 top cover
A02LC1 1A020LC10000 optic + stem

remote driver (*)

(the junction box is recommended watertight IP68)
D98/5 1D980/050000  indipendent on/off driver
D94/1 1D940/100000  indipendent push/DALI driver
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A02TB1 + A02TB2  + A02LC1

Type:

Lamps: EEL: A+

Pr :

Materials:

Floor outdoor

LED 14W, 3000K, CRI 90           
available with:
on/off LED remote driver (*) 

dimmable push/DALI remote driver (*)    
718 lm

Outdoor

Structure: concrete
Diffusor: PMMA
Internal support stem: steel 
Optic: die-cast aluminium

Concrete greyColors:

Description: Balance, symbiosis and interaction: the crux of the 
design of the NUI collection of outdoor floor lamps lies 
in the relationship between two overlaid cylindrical 
volumes that interact in a dynamic of reciprocal 
completion. Parts of a single whole, these two volumes 
take on different, complementary roles. 

8.2’

2,5 m

IP65  IK03  



Nui

Reference code: A02TC1 1A020TC10028 base
A02TC2 1A020TC20028 top cover
A02LC1 1A020LC20000 optic + stem

remote driver (*)

(the junction box is recommended watertight IP68)
D98/5 1D980/050000  indipendent on/off driver
D94/1 1D940/100000  indipendent push/DALI driver
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12.6”

32 cm

7.3”

18,5 cm

A02TC1 + A02TC2  + A02LC2

Type:

Lamps: EEL: A+

Pr :

Materials:

Floor outdoor

LED 14W, 3000K, CRI 90           
available with:
on/off LED remote driver (*) 

dimmable push/DALI remote driver (*)            
639 lm

Outdoor

Structure: concrete
Diffusor: PMMA
Internal support stem: steel 
Optic: die-cast aluminium

Concrete greyColors:

Description: Balance, symbiosis and interaction: the crux of the 
design of the NUI collection of outdoor floor lamps lies 
in the relationship between two overlaid cylindrical 
volumes that interact in a dynamic of reciprocal 
completion. Parts of a single whole, these two volumes 
take on different, complementary roles. 

16.4’

5 m

IP65  IK03  



Nui
Type: Floor/wall outdoor

Lamps: LED 11W, 3000K, CRI 90           EEL: A+
available with:
on/off LED remote driver (*)

dimmable push/DALI remote driver (*)

389 lm 

Concrete greyColors:

Description:

Reference code: A02TD 1A020TD00028 complete version
whithout drive

remote driver (*)

(the junction box is recommended watertight IP68)
D98/5 1D980/050000  indipendent on/off driver
D94/1 1D940/100000  indipendent push/DALI driver
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Design Meneghello Paolelli Associati

Balance, symbiosis and interaction: the crux of the 
design of the NUI floor or wall lamps lies in the 
relationship between two overlaid cylindrical volumes 
that interact in a dynamic of reciprocal completion. 
Parts of a single whole, these two volumes take on 
different, complementary roles. 
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Pr : Outdoor

Materials: Structure: concrete
Diffusor: PMMA
Internal support stem: steel 
Optic: die-cast aluminium

IP65  IK03  


